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Abstract
The purpose of this review is to explain the basics of synthetic-aperture radar
imaging to the Inverse Problems audience, and to list a variety of associated
open problems.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
1. Introduction
‘Radar’ is an acronym for RAdio Detection And Ranging. Radar was originally developed
[6, 12, 87, 91, 102] as a technique for detecting objects and determining their positions by
means of echo-location, and this remains the principal function of modern radar systems.
However, radar systems have evolved over more than seven decades to perform a variety of
very complex functions; one such function is imaging [16, 28–30, 36, 40, 49, 59, 79, 84].
Radar-based imaging is a technology that has been developed mainly within the
engineering community. There are good reasons for this: some of the critical challenges
are (1) transmitting microwave energy at high power, (2) detecting microwave energy, and
(3) interpreting and extracting information from the received signals. The first two problems
have to do with the development of appropriate hardware; however, these problems have now
largely been solved, although there is ongoing work to make the hardware smaller and lighter.
The third problem is essentially a set of mathematical challenges, and this is the area where
most of the current effort is taking place.
Existing imaging methods rely on very specific simplifying assumptions about radar
scattering phenomenology and data collection scenarios:
(i) They assume that the target or scene behaves as a rigid body. This assumption is obviously
inadequate for scenes that include multiple moving objects.
(ii) They also assume a linear relationship between the data and scene. In many situations,
this is also inadequate.
Moreover, the process of extracting information from radar imagery is incompletely developed.
The purpose of this review is to explain the basics of synthetic-aperture radar imaging
to the Inverse Problems audience, and to list a variety of associated open problems. In
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section 2, we outline a model for radar propagation and scattering, making the commonly used
approximations. In sections 3 and 4, we show how synthetic apertures can be constructed and
used in the problem of radar imaging. Section 5 is a listing of open problems.
2. Radar scattering
Most imaging radar systems make use of the start–stop approximation [40], in which the
sensor and scattering object (target) are assumed to be stationary during the time interval
during which the pulse washes over the target. Thus the present discussion considers only
scattering from stationary targets.
2.1. Scalar waves
We consider the case in which the region between the sensors and the scattering objects
(‘targets’) consists of a homogeneous, lossless, non-dispersive atmosphere. In this situation,







and a similar equation for the magnetic field B. Here c denotes the speed of propagation of
the wave in vacuum (which, for most remote sensing situations, is a good approximation to
the speed in the atmosphere) and s is a source term that, in general, can involve E and B. This
source term is discussed in more detail below.






E(t,x) = s(t,x), (2)
where we have assumed atmospheric propagation between source and target.
2.2. Basic facts about the wave equation






g(t,x) = −δ(t)δ(x). (3)
The solution to (3) that is useful for us is





where in the second equality we have used δ(t) = (1/2π) ∫ exp(−iωt) dω. The function
g(t,x) can be physically interpreted as the field at (t,x) due to a source at the origin x = 0
at time t = 0, and is called the outgoing fundamental solution or (outgoing) Green’s function.
The Green’s function [85] enables us to solve the constant-speed wave equation with any










g(t − t ′,x − y)s(t ′,y) dt ′ dy. (6)
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In the frequency domain, the equations corresponding to (3) and (4) are
(∇2 + k2)G = −δ and G(ω,x) = e
ik|x|
4π |x| , (7)
where the wave number k is defined as k = ω/c.
2.3. Introduction to scattering theory
In radar problems, the source s is a sum of two terms, s = sin + ssc, where sin models the
transmitting antenna and ssc models the scattering object. The solution E , which we write as
E tot, therefore splits into two parts: E tot = E in + Esc. The first term, E in, satisfies the wave
equation for the known, prescribed source sin. This part we call the incident field, because it
is incident upon the scatterers. The second part of E tot is due to target scattering, and this part
is called the scattered field. In our simplified scalar model, we write E tot = E in + E sc, where
E in satisfies the wave equation for the known, prescribed source s in.
One approach to finding the scattered field is to simply solve (2) directly, using for
example numerical time-domain techniques. However, for many purposes, it is convenient to
reformulate the scattering problem in terms of an integral equation.
2.3.1. The Lippmann–Schwinger integral equation. In scattering problems, the source term
ssc (typically) represents the target’s response to an incident field. This part of the source
function will generally depend on the geometric and material properties of the target and on
the form and strength of the incident field. Consequently, ssc can be quite complicated to
describe analytically, and in general it will not have the same direction as sin. Fortunately,
for our purposes it is not necessary to provide a detailed analysis of the target’s response;




v(t − t ′,x)E tot(t ′,x) dt ′, (8)
where v(t,x) is called the reflectivity function. In the full vector case, v would be a matrix
operating on the full vector E tot; here, we use only the single matrix element corresponding to
the component considered in (2).




g(t − τ,x − z)
∫
v(τ − t ′,z)E tot(t ′,z) dt ′ dτdz. (9)
2.3.2. The Lippmann–Schwinger equation in the frequency domain. In the frequency domain,
the electric field and reflectivity function become
E(ω,x) =
∫
eiωtE(t,x) dt and V (ω,z) =
∫
eiωtv(t,z) dt. (10)





E(ω,x) = S(ω,x) (11)
and of (9) is
Esc(ω,x) = −
∫
G(ω,x − z)V (ω,z)Etot(ω,z) dz. (12)
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The reflectivity function V (ω,x) can display a sensitive dependence on ω [48, 50, 72]. When
the target is small in comparison with the wavelength of the incident field, for example, V is
proportional to ω2 (this behavior is known as ‘Rayleigh scattering’). At higher frequencies
(shorter wavelengths) the dependence on ω is typically less pronounced. In the so-called
‘optical region’, V (ω,x) is often approximated as being independent of ω (see, however,
[77]); we use the optical approximation in this review and simply drop the ω dependence. In
the time domain, this corresponds to v(t,z) = δ(t)V (z), and the delta function allows us to
carry out the t ′ integration in (9).
2.3.3. The Born approximation. For radar imaging, we measure E sc at the antenna, and
we would like to determine V from these measurements. However, both V and E sc in the
neighborhood of the target are unknown, and in (9) these unknowns are multiplied together.
This nonlinearity makes it difficult to solve for V . Consequently, almost all work on radar
imaging involves making the Born approximation, which is also known as the weak-scattering
or single-scattering approximation [55, 65]. The Born approximation replaces E tot on the
right-hand side of (9) by E in, which is known. This results in a formula for E sc in terms of V :
E sc(t,x) ≈ EB(t,x) :=
∫ ∫
g(t − τ,x − z)V (z)E in(τ,z) dτ dz. (13)
In the frequency domain, the Born approximation is
EscB (ω,x) = −
∫
eik|x−z|
4π |x − z|V (z)E
in(ω,z) dz. (14)
The Born approximation is very useful, because it makes the imaging problem linear. It is
not, however, always a good approximation; see section 5.
3. Inverse synthetic-aperture radar (ISAR)
Radar imaging that uses a fixed antenna and a rotating target is called Inverse Synthetic-
Aperture Radar (ISAR) [9, 19, 59, 79, 90, 106]. This imaging scheme is typically used for
imaging airplanes, spacecraft and ships. In these cases, the target is relatively small and
usually isolated.
3.1. The incident field
The incident field E in is obtained by solving (2), where s in is taken to be the relevant component
of the current density on the source antenna and ssc is zero. For ISAR, we can use a simplified
point-like antenna model, for which s in(t,x) = p(t)δ(x − x0), where p is the waveform
transmitted by the antenna. Typically p consists of a sequence of time-shifted pulses, so that
p(t) = ∑p0(t − tn).
In the frequency domain, the corresponding source for (11) is S in(ω,x) = P(ω)δ(x−x0),




e−iωtP (ω) dω. (15)
Using (7), we find that the incident field in the frequency domain is
Ein(ω,x) = −
∫
G(ω,x − y)P (ω)δ(y − x0) dy
= −P(ω) e
ik|x−x0|
4π |x − x0| . (16)
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3.2. Model for the scattered field
In ISAR, the same antenna is typically used for transmission and reception. Using (16) in (14),






(4π)2|x0 − z|2 V (z) dz. (17)
We Fourier transform (17) to write the time-domain field as




2π(4π |x0 − z|)2 P(ω)V (z) dω dz
=
∫
p(t − 2|x0 − z|/c)
(4π |x0 − z|)2 V (z) dz. (18)
We note the 1/R2 geometrical decay (where R = |x0 −z|). When R is large (which it usually
is), this results in a received signal that is extremely small; extraction of the signal from noise
is typically accomplished by means of a matched filter [27, 35, 69]. Matched filtering results
in P of (18) being replaced by |P |2.
3.2.1. The far-field approximation. ISAR also uses the far-field or small-scene approximation,
namely





where xˆ denotes a unit vector in the direction x. This approximation is valid for |x|  |y|.
Using (19) in (4), we obtain the large-|x| expansion of the Green’s function [19, 27]
G(ω,x − y) = e
ik|x−y|















Here the first-order term is included in the exponential because k is usually large.
3.2.2. Far-field radar data. In (18), we choose the origin of coordinates to be in or near the
target and use the small-scene expansion (20) (with z playing the role of y) in the matched-





0|/c+2x̂0·z/c)|P(ω)|2V (z) dω dz. (21)







0·zV (z) dz︸ ︷︷ ︸
F[V ](2kx̂0)
. (22)
Typical ISAR systems remove the translational motion via tracking and range alignment
[9, 19], leaving only rotational motion.
3.2.3. Modeling rotating targets. We denote by q the target reflectivity function in the rest
frame of the target. Then, as seen by the radar, the reflectivity function is V (x) = q(O(θn)x),
where O is an orthogonal matrix and where tn = θn denotes the time at the start of the nth
pulse of the sequence.
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Figure 1. The data-collection manifold for turntable geometry.
For example, if the radar is in the plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation (‘turntable
geometry’), then the orthogonal matrix O can be written as
O(θ) =
⎛⎝cos θ − sin θ 0sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1
⎞⎠ (23)
and V (x) = q(x1 cos θ − x2 sin θ, x1 sin θ + x2 cos θ, x3).
3.2.4. Radar data from rotating targets. Using V (x) = q (O(θn)x) in (22), we obtain a
model for the data from the nth pulse as









In (24), we make the change of variables y = O(θn)z and use the fact that the inverse of
an orthogonal matrix is its transpose, which means that x0·O−1(θn)y = O(θn)x0·y. We
therefore obtain (24) in the form






0·yq(y) dy︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝F[q](2kO(θn)x̂0)
. (25)
Thus, we see that the frequency-domain data are proportional to the inverse Fourier transform
of q, evaluated at an angle determined by the target rotation angle. Consequently, a Fourier
transform produces a target image.
The target rotation angle is usually not known. However, if the target is rotating with
constant angular velocity, the image produced by the Fourier transform gives rise to a stretched
or contracted image, from which the target is usually recognizable [9, 59, 90, 102].
3.3. The data collection manifold
Figure 1 shows an example of a region in Fourier space corresponding to the set {2kO(θn)x̂0},
where n ranges over the set of pulses, and where k = ω/c with ω ranging over the angular
frequencies received by the radar receiver. The region determined in this manner is called the
data-collection manifold. The extent of the set of angles is called the synthetic aperture, and
the extent of the set of frequencies is called the bandwidth. Typical synthetic apertures are on
the order of a few degrees and typical bandwidths are 2π × 500 × 106 rad s−1.
ISAR resolution [63, 90] depends on the size and extent of the data collection manifold.
Examples of ISAR images are shown in figures 2 and 3.
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Figure 2. An ISAR image of a Boeing 727 from a 2	 ≈ 5◦ aperture [95].
Figure 3. On the left is an ISAR image of a ship; on the right is an optical image of the same ship.
(Courtesy Naval Research Laboratory)
3.4. ISAR in the time domain




0|/c+2O(θn)x̂0 ·y/c)|P0(ω)|2 dωq(y) dy. (26)











0 ·y/c)|P0(ω)|2 dωq(y) dy. (27)
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δ(s − τ)β(t − s) ds, (28)
where
β(t − s) =
∫
e−iω(t−s)|P0(ω)|2 dω.





























δ(s − μ̂ ·y)q(y) dy (29)
is the Radon transform [62, 64]. Here μ̂ denotes a unit vector. In other words, the Radon
transform of q is defined as the integral of q over the plane s = μˆ ·y.
ISAR systems typically use a high-range-resolution (large bandwidth) waveform, so that
β ≈ δ. Thus ISAR imaging from time-domain data becomes a problem of inverting the Radon
transform.
4. Synthetic-aperture radar
Synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) [16, 28, 29, 40, 49, 82] involves a moving antenna, and usually
the antenna is pointed toward the Earth. For an antenna viewing the Earth, we need to include a
model for the antenna beam pattern, which describes the directivity of the antenna. For highly
directive antennas, we often simply refer to the antenna ‘footprint’, which is the illuminated
area on the ground.
If we assume that the receiving antenna is at the same location as the transmitting antenna,




0−y|A(ω,x0,y)V (y) dy, (30)
where A incorporates the geometrical spreading factors |x0 −y|−2, transmitted waveform and
antenna beam pattern. More details can be found in [19].
For a pulsed system, we assume that pulses are transmitted at times tn, and we denote
the antenna position at time tn by γn. Because the timescale on which the antenna moves is
much slower than the timescale on which the electromagnetic waves propagate, we separate
the time scales into a slow time, which corresponds to n of tn, and a fast time t.
In (30) we replace the antenna position x0 by γn:
D(ω, n) = F [V ](ω, s) :=
∫
e2ik|γn−y|A(ω, n,y)V (y) dy, (31)
where with a slight abuse of notation we have replaced x0 in the argument of A by n. This
notation also allows for the possibility that the waveform and antenna beam pattern could be
different at different points along the flight path. The time-domain version of (31) is
d(t, n) =
∫
e− i ω[t−2|γn−y|/c]A(ω, n,y)V (y) dy. (32)
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Figure 4. In spotlight SAR the radar is trained on a particular location as the radar moves. In
this figure, the equi-range circles (dotted lines) are formed from the intersection of the radiated
spherical wavefront and the surface of a (flat) earth.
The goal of SAR is to determine V from the data d.
As in the case of ISAR, assuming that γ and A are known, the data depend on two variables,
so we expect to form a two-dimensional image. For typical radar frequencies, most of the
scattering takes place in a thin layer at the surface. We therefore assume that the ground
reflectivity function V is supported on a known surface. For simplicity we take this surface to
be a flat plane, so that V (x) = V (x)δ(x3), where x = (x1, x2).
SAR imaging comes in two basic varieties: spotlight SAR [16, 49] and stripmap SAR
[28, 29, 40, 82].
4.1. Spotlight SAR
Spotlight SAR is illustrated in figure 4. Here the moving radar system stares at a specific
location (usually on the ground) so that at each point in the flight path the same target is
illuminated from a different direction. When the ground is assumed to be a horizontal plane,
the iso-range curves are large circles whose centers are directly below the antenna at γn.
If the radar antenna is highly directional and the antenna footprint is sufficiently far away, then
the circular arcs within the footprint can be approximated as lines. Consequently, the imaging
method is mathematically the same as that used in ISAR.
In particular, we put the origin of coordinates in the footprint, use the far-field expansion,
and obtain for the matched-filtered frequency-domain data
D(ω, n) = e2ik|γn|
∫
e2ikγ̂n·yV (y)A(ω, n,y) dy. (33)
We approximate A within the footprint as a product A = A1(ω, n)A2(y). The function A1
can be taken outside the integral; the function A2 can be divided out after inverse Fourier
transforming.
As in the ISAR case, the time-domain formulation of spotlight SAR leads to a problem of
inverting the Radon transform.
4.2. Stripmap SAR
Just as the time-domain formulations of ISAR and spotlight SAR reduce to inversion of the
Radon transform, which is a tomographic inversion of an object from its integrals over lines
9
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Figure 5. Stripmap SAR acquires data without staring. The radar typically has fixed orientation
with respect to the flight direction and the data are acquired as the beam footprint sweeps over the
ground.
or planes, stripmap SAR also reduces to a tomographic inversion of an object from its integrals
over circles or spheres (see figure 5). For a derivation of the mathematical model for stripmap
SAR and a discussion of associated issues and open problems, we refer the reader to [19].
Image formation algorithms can be found in [19, 28, 29, 40, 82].
5. Open problems
In the decades since the invention of synthetic-aperture radar imaging, there has been much
progress, but many open problems still remain. And most of these open problems are
mathematical in nature.
5.1. Design of incident fields for particular purposes
(i) How can we find waveforms that are optimal for identifying certain targets (see [52, 42]).
What polarization is best for this [44]? The best waveforms would not only enhance
scattering from targets of interest, but would also tend to reject clutter (targets that are not
of interest) and noise (see [31, 81, 100, 112, 113]).
(ii) Given a desired power spectrum, find a constant-amplitude causal waveform that best
approximates the desired one [74]. (Here ‘power spectrum’ means the squared magnitude
of the Fourier transform.) The constraint of constant amplitude is important for amplifier
efficiency.
(iii) How can we best exploit the emerging technology of digital waveform generation for
use in imaging? It is now possible to build array antennas in which each element is
connected to a different signal generator, so that each element can be fed a different
waveform. What can be done with such an agile antenna? What waveforms should be
used for which purposes? How should the different waveforms be scheduled to adapt to a
changing scene? These questions apply both in the case when antenna elements are close
to each other and when they are far apart. More information about antennas can be found
in [19, 89].
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5.2. Problems related to synthetic-aperture imaging
(i) How can we form images without using the Born approximation? The Born approximation
leaves out many physical effects, including not only multiple scattering and creeping
waves, but also shadowing, obscuration and polarization changes. But without the Born
approximation (or the Kirchhoff approximation, which is similar), the imaging problem is
nonlinear. In particular, how can we form images in the presence of multiple scattering?
(See [10, 20, 43, 67, 105].) Can multiple scattering be exploited to improve resolution?
(See [56].)
(ii) We need to develop scattering models that include as much of the physics as possible, but
that are still simple enough for use in the inverse problem. An example of a simple model
that includes relevant physics is [77].
(iii) Both SAR and ISAR are based on known relative motion between target and sensor, but
often this motion is not known well enough to form well-focused images. Better methods
for finding the relative motion between target and sensor are also needed [10, 88]. Better
algorithms are needed for determining the antenna position from the radar data itself.
Such methods include autofocus algorithms [49, 57], some of which use a criterion such
as image contrast to focus the image.
(iv) When the target motion is complex (pitching, rolling and yawing), it may be possible to
form a three-dimensional image; fast, accurate methods for doing this are needed [88].
How can we simultaneously track [78] moving objects and form 3D images of them?
(v) How can we mitigate the artifacts associated with targets that move during data collection
[75]? Moving targets cause Doppler shifts, and also present different aspects to the radar
[18]. An approach for exploiting unknown motion is given in [88].
(vi) Synthetic-aperture imaging techniques need to be more fully developed for the case of a
small number of transmitters and receivers [18, 33, 101, 107, 108, 115], which could be
positioned far from each other. In this multistatic situation, synthetic apertures and real
apertures are combined. For example, methods need to be developed for registering the
various disparate signals to a common time origin. Methods need to be developed for
handing sparse data [24].
(vii) We would like to develop fast imaging [11, 33, 111] and target-classification/identification
algorithms. The latter deal with the problem of identifying an unknown target from a SAR
or ISAR image. For example, from radar images of a scene, can we identify not only the
vehicles, but also the vehicle type [22] and even individual vehicles? This problem may
be closely related to computer vision. Target classification and identification algorithms
ideally should run in real time. (See figures 6 and 7.)
(viii) Theoretical bounds are needed for the target-classification/identification problem [51].
(ix) How can we incorporate prior knowledge about the scene to improve resolution? We
would like to go beyond simple aperture/bandwidth-defined resolution [63, 90]. One
approach that has been suggested is to apply compressive sensing ideas [4, 22, 61] to SAR.
(x) How can we fully exploit the polarization information [14, 21, 26, 76, 99] in the scattered
field? This problem is closely connected to the issue of multiple scattering: we do not have
a linear model that predicts any change in the polarization of the backscattered electric
field. Consequently our linear imaging methods cannot provide information about how
scatterers change the polarization of the interrogating field. A paper that may be useful
here is [94].
(xi) How can we exploit the information in the radar shadow? In many cases, it is easier to
identify an object from its shadow than from its direct-scattering image. (See figure 8.)
A backprojection method for reconstructing an object’s three-dimensional shape from its
11
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Figure 6. A radar image from a circular flight path, together with an optical image of the same
scene. The bright ring in the top half of the radar image is a ‘top-hat’ calibration target used to
focus the image. (Courtesy U.S. Air Force Sensors Directorate)
shadows obtained at different viewing angles is proposed in [32]. What determines the
resolution of this reconstruction?
(xii) Typical radar frequencies are scattered by forest canopies and foliage. Lower frequencies
penetrate better, but result in lower resolution images. How can we extract the most
information from foliage-penetrating (FOPEN) SAR ? Moreover, in forested areas, multiple
scattering may be important, whereas the known methods for forming images neglect
multiple scattering. We would like to be able to obtain the bare-earth topography and
identify objects beneath foliage. We would also like to assess the forest itself [3, 23];
probably the forest should be modeled as a random medium [50, 83, 94, 97]. The forestry
industry would like information about tree health and trunk volume, and climate modelers
would like to know the forest biomass [34, 92].
(xiii) How can we extract the most information from over-the-horizon (OTH) radar [105], in
which electromagnetic waves are bounced off the ionosphere? The ionosphere is a
complicated and rapidly changing medium that strongly affects low-frequency radio
waves. It is also dispersive, meaning that different frequencies propagate with different
speeds.
(xiv) How can we best use ground-penetrating radar (GPR or GPEN) [5, 15, 76] to obtain
information about the ground and structures within it? Soil is a more complicated
medium than air, which implies that the corresponding imaging problem is more difficult.
In addition, because the antenna is so close to the Earth, the approximations made in
section 3.2.1 do not apply, and in fact the antenna properties change depending on what
is in the soil. GPR is of interest in many areas. Global climate modelers would like to
12
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Figure 7. A 4 inch resolution SAR image from Sandia National Laboratories. Note that only
certain parts of the airplanes reflect radar energy. The inset is an optical image of the airplanes.
(Courtesy Sandia National Laboratories)
Figure 8. A 4 inch resolution image from Sandia National Laboratories. Note the shadows of the
historical airplane, helicopter and trees. (Courtesy Sandia National Laboratories)
13
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access ice thickness and depth profiles. Civil engineers use GPR to assess the condition
of roads and bridges, and to identify buried utilities. Archaeologists use GPR to find sites
of archaeological interest. GPR systems are being developed to identify land mines [5],
unexploded ordinance (UXO) and underground bunkers.
(xv) How can we do radar imaging through walls [1] and rubble [2]? This can be important
for finding victims in disaster areas. We would like to use radar to obtain the building
layout and determine where people are located. In many cases, details of the construction
of the wall may not be known. How does furniture such as metal desks and file cabinets
affect the scattering? Can we detect breathing and heartbeat by exploiting the Doppler
shift [21] in the radar signals, even if we cannot form an image?
(xvi) Can we use radar to identify individuals by their gestures or gait? Time–frequency analysis
of radar signals gives rise to micro-Doppler time–frequency images [21], in which the
motion of arms and legs can be identified.
(xvii) How can we best do radar imaging of urban areas? It is difficult to form SAR images
of urban areas, because in cities the waves undergo complicated multipath scattering.
Areas behind buildings lie in the radar shadows, and images of tall buildings can obscure
other features of interest. In addition, urban areas tend to be sources of electromagnetic
radiation that can interfere with the radiation used for imaging. One approach that is being
explored is to use a persistent or staring radar system [37] that would fly in circles [84]
around a city of interest. Thus, the radar would eventually illuminate most of the areas
that would be shadowed when viewed from a single direction. However, this approach has
the added difficulty that that same object will look different when viewed from different
directions. How can the data from a staring radar system be used to obtain the maximum
amount of information about the (potentially changing) scene?
(xviii) How can we use radar for medical imaging? This area is sometimes called microwave
tomography [8, 80]. It should be possible to use microwaves to form images of the interior
of the human body. For this, the far-field approximation is probably inappropriate. We
may want to use multiple antennas.
(xix) It is now possible to build radar systems with multiple transmitters and receivers located
at different positions. These are often called multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) radar
systems [58]. What can be done with such a system? Particularly, if a small number of
transmitters and receivers are available, where should they be positioned [18, 98, 110]?
How often should they be active? How can images best be formed when sparse, random
networks of antennas are used? Is it possible to exploit radiation from radio and TV
stations to form images [46, 114, 115]?
(xx) If sensors are flown on unoccupied aerial vehicles, where should these UAVs fly? The
notion of swarms of UAVs [13] gives rise not only to challenging problems in control
theory, but also challenging imaging problems.
(xxi) In many specific applications, we need to learn how to extract useful information from
radar images and radar data. For example, in images of the arctic regions, can we
determine ice thickness [73]? For medical microwave tomography, can we determine
tissue health from knowledge of the tissue electromagnetic parameters? (See also (xii)
above.) To assess crop health, ice thickness and tissue health, how can we combine
information from different frequency bands, and how can we combine radar images with
those from different sensors such as optical or acoustic ones? Some of these problems
will require an understanding of scattering physics.
(xxii) Many of these problems motivate a variety of more theoretical open problems, such as
the question of whether backscattered data uniquely determine a penetrable object or a
non-convex surface [86, 102]. There is a close connection between radar imaging and
14
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the theory of Fourier integral operators [66]. How can this theory be extended to the case
of dispersive media and to nonlinear operators? How can we develop a theory of the
information content [54, 71] of an imaging system?
Radar imaging is a mathematically rich field that is ready for more mathematical attention!
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